Second drop-in, April 2015

BUSINESS & ECONOMY
Goal B1
To maintain and enhance local employment opportunities and businesses,
thereby contributing to the economic well-being of the Parish.
Objectives
1.1
To understand the needs of local businesses, including agriculture, and seek
to improve any identified lacking resource.
1.2

To encourage and support local businesses in suitable locations.

1.3

To encourage new business start-ups and opportunities for local people.

1.4

To encourage and support home working.
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Jobs for local builders – new housing, self-build.
Needs larger Co-Op to cope with number of customers and choice of goods to be sold.
Encourage more businesses to the Parish [goal]
Agree with all listed objectives [goal] but all will need support of parish council, CDC and
central government to help small businesses to expand employment.
Planning applications should be upheld to keep local farmers to update their farms.
I want a garden centre so that people don’t have to go all the way to Banbury age 7.
I’d like to see another shop to give people work
All seems nice but a little airy fairy!
Good communication essential – electronic and public transport links.
Mobile phone signal and internet speed / capacity need to be severely improved.
Improved mobile phone signal EG Vodafone
Please can the community be told who are in DDW and work on the NP? General question.
Footnote in a different hand and colour – Any person interested in Deddington
Encourage Co-Op to expand
Footnote in a different hand- Or new shops to be included in plans
The Co-Op needs more space to offer a wider range / alternatives
DDW (many of which seem to be involved in the NP) have no contact (?) of shown any
understanding of agricultural needs within the community and lobbied on this ill-informed
basis.
Anyone can be involved if they want to be
How?
The shopping in the parish is excellent
Always interested in individual enterprises
How?
Stipulate no ugly smokey chimneys
Consistent broadband & better mobile phone signal.
Improvement to broadband services in village please
How?
Ensure that broadband is available first!

